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	Text1: Sample Student
	Text2: January 2023
	Text3: N/A
	Text4: N/A
	Text5: Student is such a pleasure to work with! Her personality and love of learning shine through each and every session!  A huge thank you to the parent for emailing before each session so I know exactly what concept was covered that day in class ... it allows us to utilize every minute of our sessions to best help Student. This month we worked really hard on long division; it was a struggle at first and I'm so proud of how far she's come!  She's a dividing pro!! We also worked on equivalent fractions using models, the number line, and the cross product algorithm along with comparing fractions using inequality signs. I implemented the MME curriculum to review division facts, writing fractions, and equivalent fractions and we spent time each session working on her math facts with an emphasis on multiplication. In the spring, we will continue to work on mastery of concepts, math facts, and confidence all of which will lead to success in the classroom.
	Text6: 1) Programmatically teach Student her times tables in a progressive manner through verbal review and timed quizzes. 2) Teach Student new concepts through her schoolwork and allow time for homework help as needed.3) Build Student's number sense and fractional/decimal understanding as we progress.
	Text7: Meet with Tutor 2x/week on a regular basis for 30-minute sessions. She can also use emergency sessions (2x/month) if needed for last minute homework or test prep. We will keep engagement and energy high so Student will learn more productively and enjoy the sessions. You will receive session notes from Tutor after each session and I will keep a close eye on Student's plan and progress. I will send monthly updates (at a minimum) as we go and I encourage you to reach out any time with ideas/questions/concerns, we can be flexible and adjust as we go.


